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There are 3 (three) quesdons' Answer an 3 (_thITO_que:dons' TyPeeFfi_ F:::,TiT=a,,TpT)T:si
PL;ammable calculators are not allowed. Marks of each questIon and correspo
written in the brackets.

,IIding COs and POs are
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chi..uit using the superposition theorem. '-’-’

DekMne the uMa INn cunem from the cMI shown in Figure 1 using any suitable (#19
circuit analysis technique' ~pOI)
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Figure: 2a
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Figure: 2(b>



3. a)
China Southern Power Grid Company is the f#Or largest power generation company
in the world. The company reconunended Chinese government to start remod;hnl
of transmission line systems in major cities. Before this reconunendationl the

company itself implemented an internd technical survey and asked expert opinion
of engineers regarding the choice of poly-phase elecaical connection over single
phase. Assume that, you are an engineer of this company) state your prefer;ed
opinion and justify your answer.
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b) As an endnew) You are required to design and analyze the circuit for domestic

applications as shown in Figure 3. Determine the line voltage, line current, phase
voltage, and phase current of the source and load, respectively. (arl the symbols have
their usual meaning)
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Figure: 3


